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Gun Control in Politics
The idea of gun control is one that has permeated modern politics a lot in elections for many years.
Different groups on either side of the issue put money into elections for candidates that they believe
will influence certain movements in their favor. While gun control isn’t the only issue that has had a
heavy hand in politics, it is certainly one of the most public and well-known, with large groups such
as the NRA (National Rifle Association) being a source of controversy for many. This particular issue
and group dominate media coverage and the public’s outlook on this topic. There are both sides to
the story, and with many other factors at play in the government’s decisions concerning gun control,
making this issue one of the most divisive and controversial in recent memory.
These two groups on either side of the issue have fought for control in many states across the US.
Miami, for example, has seen both the NRA and other gun control groups working to back separate
candidates, some of whom do not even have strong viewpoints on guns at all. This helps to
demonstrate how while this issue has permeated modern politics, it has further implications of the
polarization of political ideologies based around singular issues, such as gun control. People find
themselves basing their entire political standings off of one or two issues, and letting that cloud their
viewpoints entirely. This has continued into larger political groups as well, such as the NRA, who
can be seen here largely throwing money at candidates who will not affect their cause as much as
they probably would prefer, and who may have completely differing opinions on separate issues.
This contributes to ignorance as a whole, and leads to further political division.
This does not mean that feeling strongly about certain issues is a bad thing, however. Many students
and activists can be found trying to promote their viewpoints by protesting what they believe in. One
particular instance occurred on Capitol Hill, where these people gathered in memorial of the Las
Vegas Massacre to promote better gun control. This gathering of passionate individuals allows for
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viewpoints and opinions to be heard and spread to people who can make a difference. Unlike just
contributing incessant amounts of money to certain candidates, peaceful protesting allows for
greater awareness of political issues, while maintaining the idea of integrity that our democracy was
based on.
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